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General Terms and Conditions
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and Conditions apply to all business
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Halsundbeinbruch Film GmbH and contracting bodies, partners and customers.
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Offers / Budget
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- Offers without
deadline are valid for 30 days. ;+,&X$)1+$
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- All prices set
by Halsundbeinbruch Film are;+,&9*-,&:I/B*#3
in CHF, excluding value added 0/*&:)+$(.*+%
tax.
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stay within the offered budget. All price increases will be communicated
to
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as soon as they occur and if they
are going to lead to a total price
increase
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- Changes during
production may lead to a change
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original offer.
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consists of 8 working hours including
time of travel.
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- Long distance
transport and travel will be charged
extra, according to our usual
prices.
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Expenses,
allowances,
postal
charges
and
extraordinary,
non-budgeted
expenses
will be
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invoiced after
conclusion of the project.
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will only be invoiced after conclusion
of the project and if the customer
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product.
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costs (e.g. helicopter flights, rental
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Small orders may be agreed upon by handshake. In that case, the agreement includes the budget
offered by us as well as the offered services. For larger projects a contract will be concluded,
which is also possible for small projects if desired by the customer.
Working process
- Images and graphics / logos will be provided by the customer at the start of the project in
highest quality (EPS or PSD).
- Revision and correction after presentation of the first version and small changes in the
final approval stage are included in the price.
- Translation of texts, if required, will be provided by the customer and will be transmitted
digitally.
- For data exchange, the FTP-server of Halsundbeinbruch Film will be used. The customer
will get a personal access with password.
- After conclusion of the project, all data will be saved by Halsundbeinbruch Film on secure
LTO-Ultrium-tapes, making them reusable in the long run. This service is included in the
price. But we don’t furnish any guarantee against loss of data.
- By paying the price agreed upon, the customer acquires any right of use of the end
product, as stated in the offer or the contract. Not included are rights to performance of
music and its sister societies worldwide.
- Halsundbeinbruch Film maintains the copyright of all its works and their parts. We are
entitled to mention Halsundbeinbruch Film in the end product, in commonly accepted
way. All works and products can be used as reference by us. If the end product is made
for internal communication, it will be used only upon agreement with the customer.
VAT identification nr: CHE-111.718.585 MWST
Bank connection:
Halsundbeinbruch Film GmbH
Bank-address: UBS AG, CH-8098 Zürich
Account-nr.: 0225-842366.01U
IBAN: CH82 0022 5225 8423 6601 U
Swift/BIC: UBS WCH ZH 80A
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